SLCBL Connection / Termination Kits

For use in ordinary locations with SLCBL cable only (UL approved).
For use in roof & gutter snow melting & de-icing applications with SLCBL cable only (UL approved).

Approvals valid only when used with appropriate heating cable and installation accessories, and installed in accordance with all applicable instructions, codes, and regulations.

SLCBLUC: SLCBL Power Connection Kit

Kit Contents:
1. Black heat-shrink tube
2. Heat-trace warning labels
3. Heat-shrink caps
4. Heat-shrink tubes
5. Heat-shrink caps
6. Heat-shrink tubes

Enough to complete:
One input power connection and one end seal termination.

NOTE: Junction box and pipe strap sold separately. Requires UL Listed junction box suitable for the location with a clearance hole for 1/2” conduit or 1/2” NPT thread hub. For heating cable with no outer-jacket (Type -B only), a metallic junction box must be used to ensure proper grounding.

SLCBLUC-GF: Ground Fault Power Connection Kit

Kit Contents:
1. Heat-shrink tube
2. Heat-trace warning labels
3. Heat-shrink caps
4. Heat-shrink tubes
5. Heat-shrink caps
6. Heat-shrink tubes

Enough to complete:
One ground-fault protection power input power connection.

SLCBLKC: SLCBL End Seal Kit

Kit Contents:
2. Woven braid sleeves

Enough to complete:
Two end seal terminations.

SLCBLSK: SLCBL Splice and Tee Kit

Kit Contents:
1. Black heat-shrink tube
2. Crimp-on insulated terminals
3. Black heat-shrink tubes
4. Crimp-on non-insulated barrel
5. Black heat-shrink tubes
6. End seal

Enough to complete:
One splice connection and one end seal termination or one tee connection and one end seal termination.

NOTE: This kit does not complete an input power connection.
SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL Connection / Termination Kits

For use in Hazardous Area Locations with SLCBL cable only (CSA approved).
For use in non-hazardous area locations with SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL cable (non-CSA approved).

Approvals valid only when used with appropriate heating cable and installation accessories, and installed in accordance with all applicable instructions, codes, and regulations.

PTBO-GET: SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL Power Connection Kit With Octagon Enclosure

Kit Contents:
1 Octagon junction box with rail mounted DIN terminal block electrical connections
1 Pipe standoff mounting bracket
2 Pipe Straps
1 Lock nut

Enough to complete:
One input power connection.

JHE-GET: SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL Low-Profile End Seal Kit

Kit Contents:
1 End seal housing
1 Watertight sealing grommet
1 Pressure seal end with screws

Enough to complete:
One low-profile end seal termination.

JHS-GET: SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL Low-Profile Splice Connection Kit

Kit Contents:
1 In-line splice housing
2 Watertight sealing gaskets
2 Housing covers with screws
2 Watertight sealing grommets
2 Pressure seal ends with screws

Enough to complete:
One low-profile splice connection.

JHT-GET: SLCBL, SLMCBL, SLHCBL Low-Profile Tee Connection Kit

Kit Contents:
1 Tee splice housing
2 Watertight sealing gaskets
2 Housing covers with screws
3 Watertight sealing grommets
3 Pressure seal ends with screws

Enough to complete:
One low-profile tee connection.
NOTE: This kit does not complete an input power connection.